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Purpose: Photothermal therapy (PTT) is promising for the treatment of tumors due to its 
advantages including minimally invasive, easy implementation and selective localized treat-
ment. However, single PTT suffers from several limitations, such as constrained light 
penetration and low delivery efficiency, typically leading to heterogeneous heating and 
incomplete elimination of cancer cells. Therefore, combination of PTT with other therapies, 
eg, chemotherapy is desirable in order to achieve synergistic effects in cancer treatment.
Methods: Here, we designed a new type of TCPP-Iso combined nanoparticle for synergetic 
therapy for breast cancer. Specifically, photothermal agent tetra(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine 
(TCPP) and anti-cancer drug isoliensinine (Iso) were encapsulated in PEG-b-PLGA poly-
meric nanoparticles through a precipitation process.
Results: The obtained NPs displayed well-controlled size and high stability over time. 
Tuning TCPP-Iso/polymer ratio, or total concentration of drug and polymers led to increased 
hydrodynamic radius of NPs from 65 to 108 nm without disturbing the narrow size 
distribution. Besides, the formed NPs showed a consequently cumulative release of TCPP 
and of Iso. The temperature elevation ability of both TCPP NPs and TCPP-Iso NPs was 
TCPP-concentration dependent. Solutions of TCPP NPs that contained equivalent amount of 
TCPP with respect to TCPP-Iso NPs, presented the same trend and exhibited non-obvious 
difference in temperature elevation under certain laser power. The viability of MDA-MB-231 
cells treated with TCPP-Iso NPs could be inhibited effectively at a relatively mild tempera-
ture (42–43°C) compared to the other groups, which may minimize heat damage to the 
surrounding healthy tissues.
Conclusion: The results indicate that the TCPP-Iso combined NPs showed hardly any 
toxicity to normal tissue cell line, but displayed an efficient synergistic effect for killing 
cancer cells under laser irradiation. Our study demonstrates that the successful combination 
of TCPP and Iso realized a synergistic therapy effect at a relatively mild temperature, and the 
insights obtained here shall be helpful for designing new combined PTT agents for cancer 
treatment.
Keywords: photothermal therapy, TCPP, isoliensinine, combined NPs, synergistic effect

Introduction
Cancer remains one of the most lethal diseases for human beings, causing high 
mortality worldwide every year.1–4 Many strategies have emerged for cancer treat-
ment, and among them, photothermal therapy (PTT) has attracted great attention 
due to its advantages.5,6 PTT utilizes the thermal energy induced by light-to-heat 
conversion materials, known as photothermal transduction agents, to kill cancer 
cells.7,8 The light-responsive property makes precise targeting therapy possible as 
the light could precisely irradiate the tumor site, leading to minimized damage to 
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the surrounding healthy tissue. Meanwhile, PTT is 
a noninvasive therapy.9 Nevertheless, the PTT therapy 
effect is currently limited by several problems: low deliv-
ery efficiency of PTT agents in tumors, the possible devel-
opment of resistance to PTT, overheating of the tumor 
surrounding area and uncontrolled thermal damage to sur-
rounding normal tissues, which is from the raised concen-
tration of PTT agent and power of irradiation light.10,11 

With these limitations, single PTT typically leads to het-
erogeneous heating and incomplete elimination of cancer 
cells, and as such, combination of PTT with other thera-
pies is desirable in order to address the challenge remain-
ing in PTT for cancer treatment.

The combination of PTT agent with classic anti-cancer 
drug in a nanoscale particle is one of the promising 
strategies.12,13 On one hand, nanoparticle technology could 
offer a carrier platform for integrating multiple therapeutic 
functions to make best use of each agent and to obtain syner-
gistic therapy effects. The introduction of anti-cancer drug 

could not only decrease the usage of PTT, leading to reduced 
heat in the surrounding environment and inhibiting 
overheating,14–17 but also improve the elimination of cancer 
cells as well. Meanwhile, the integration of PTT agent with 
anti-cancer drug could help to reduce the side effects of drug in 
turn by decreasing the usage of drug.18–22 On the other hand, 
the nanoparticle platform could also help to improve circula-
tion and delivery efficiency accumulating in the tumor site for 
better treatment outcome, through the enhanced permeability 
and retention (EPR) effect.23 Hence, designing new combina-
tion of PTT agent and anti-cancer drug is essential for devel-
oping functional PTT agents for enhanced treatment of cancer.

Here in this work, we reported a new combination of 
a PTT agent with an anti-cancer drug. Specifically, tetra 
(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine (TCPP) was used as PTT 
agent,24–31 and isoliensinine (Iso), a kind of plant-based antic-
ancer drug, was applied as chemotherapy component.32–37 

The TCPP-Iso combined nanoparticle was constructed by 
a precipitation method with biocompatible diblock copolymer 
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PEG-b-PLGA as the stabilizer, as shown in Figure 1. We 
investigated the effects of TCPP-Iso/polymer ratio, or total 
concentration of drug and polymers on the control of NP 
formation and sizes. The photothermal conversion and the 
cell apoptosis of the formed NPs were studied as well. A clear 
synergistic effect on killing cancer cells was revealed by the 
combination of TCPP and Iso, which could not be achieved 
by either the single PTT or chemotherapy. Our findings con-
firmed that TCPP-Iso is a successful combination design, and 
the obtained NPs displayed synergistic therapy effect, killing 
cancer cells at a relatively mild temperature rising. The 
insights obtained here shall be helpful for designing new 
combined PTT agents for cancer treatment.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Iso was purchased from Tomums Life Science Co., Ltd. 
TCPP was purchased from Tomums Life Science Co., Ltd. 

PEG (5000)-b-PLGA (10,000) (50/50) was purchased 
from Shanghai Yayi Biotechnology Co., Ltd. DMF (N, 
N-Dimethylformamide) was purchased from Shanghai 
Titan Scientific Co., Ltd. Milli-Q water was used for all 
the solutions and experiments, obtained from purification 
system. Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) was bought from 
Beyotime Biotechnology. Calcein-AM/PI double stain kit 
was purchased from Yeasen Biotechnology Co., Ltd. For 
other chemical materials were directly used.

Preparation of NPs
The TCPP-Iso combined nanoparticles were constructed 
by the anti-solvent precipitation process, as shown in 
Figure 1. Certain amounts of TCPP, Iso, and PEG- 
b-PLGA were first dissolved in 1 mL DMF, followed 
by stirring for half an hour at 23°C. 1 mL of this solution 
was added drop-wise into 9 mL pure water under stirring 
within 1 hour. The mixed solution was stirred for an 
extra hour at 23°C. The obtained nanoparticle solution 

Figure 1 Preparation of TCPP-Iso combined NPs designed for chemo-photothermal synergistic therapy.
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was dialyzed for twenty-four hours against Milli-Q water 
(one-liter water per ten milliliter nanoparticle solution, 4 
times) through a Spectra/Por®6 MWCO 10kDa dialysis 
membrane, to eliminate the organic solvent. The obtained 
nanoparticle suspension was stored at 23°C.

Characterization
The nanoparticle sizes (Rh, hydrodynamic radius) were 
measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) method, 
which was performed in an ALV-CGS3 light scattering 
apparatus, at a wavelength of 632.8 nm and fixed angle 
of 90°, at 25°C. The Rg (gyration radius) of nanoparti-
cles was obtained from the angular dependence of scat-
tering from 45° to 120° angle. The analysis of the size 
and distribution was CONTIN method. Six duplicates 
with each acquisition time of 10 s were performed to 
obtain the average and standard deviations of data. TEM 
(transmission electron microscopy) was observed in 
a JEOL JEM-1400 instrument with an acceleration vol-
tage of 100 kV, to obtain the NP morphology. For pre-
paration of nanoparticle sample for TEM, the 
nanoparticle suspensions were first diluted 2 times, and 
then one drop was deposited on carbon-coated copper 
grid. For the UV-vis absorption spectra, a UV-1800 UV- 
vis spectrophotometer was used.

Determination of the in vitro Drug 
Release Study
The release rate of TCPP, Iso from NPs was investigated 
according to the following steps. Firstly, one milliliter 
drug-loaded nanoparticles were put inside dialysis mem-
brane, which was immersed in ten milliliters PBS solution 
at 37°C. At certain time intervals, one milliliter solution 
was retrieved from outside solution and characterized by 
UV-vis at 37°C. The standard curve of TCPP was formed 
through UV-vis absorbance at 521 nm as a function of 
TCPP concentration, while the standard curve of Iso was 
obtained at 290 nm (Figure S1). The release UV absor-
bance was measured at 521 and 290 nm after certain 
amount of time using the following equation (1).

CumulativeRelease %ð Þ¼ 10�At
A0
�100 (1)

A0 is the absorbance of stock solution, and At is the 
absorbance of released drugs at time point t, which is 
obtained by measuring the absorbance of outside solution 
of dialysis tube.

Photothermal Effect
In a typical assay, 1 mL TCPP-Iso NPs and TCPP NPs in 
aqueous solution at different concentrations of TCPP (0, 
10, 30, 50μg/mL) were held in a cuvette (1 × 1 cm in cross 
section), and were then irradiated by a 650 nm laser 
(MDL-III-650, Changchun New Industries 
Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd, China) at a power 
density of 6.5 W·cm−2 for 10 min. The evolution of 
temperatures was recorded by using infrared thermal cam-
era (Magnity Electronics, China). Then the temperature 
change of each aqueous solution under irradiation laser 
on and off every five seconds was recorded too.

Cell Culture
NIH3T3 cells (mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line, 
ATCC) were cultured in DMEM containing 10% fetal 
bovine serum, 100 units per mL penicillin and 100 μg/ 
mL streptomycin at 37°C under 5% CO2. MDA-MB-231 
cells (a human breast carcinoma cell line, ATCC) were 
cultured in MEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 
units per mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin at 
37°C under 5% CO2.

In vitro Cell Cytotoxicity
In order to investigate the biosafety of TCPP-Iso NPs, 
NIH3T3 cells were added into a 96-well plate (5×103 

cells/well) and cultured for 24 h. After that, the TCPP- 
Iso NPs aqueous solution with different concentrations 
(equivalent concentrations of TCPP in TCPP-Iso NPs 
10μg/mL, 30μg/mL, 50μg/mL, and 100μg/mL) were 
added into 96-well plate. 24 h later, cell viabilities were 
detected by CCK-8 assay. At the same time, MDA-MB 
-231 cells were treated with different concentrations of 
ISO (10μg/mL, 30μg/mL, 50μg/mL, and 100μg/mL). 
After incubation for 24 h, cell viabilities were detected 
by CCK-8 assay.

In vitro Photocytotoxicity
The cultured MDA-MB-231 cells were added into a 96-well 
plate (5×103 cells/well) overnight. Then the cells were incu-
bated with different concentrations of TCPP-NPs (equiva-
lent TCPP concentration 10μg/mL, 30μg/mL, 50μg/mL) for 
4 h. Then the wells were irradiated with a 650 nm laser for 5 
min at 6.5 W·cm−2. After incubation for another 20 h, cell 
viabilities were tested by CCK-8 method.
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In vitro Synergetic Effect of 
Chemotherapy and Photothermal 
Therapy
MDA-MB-231 cells were added into a 96-well plate (5×103 

cells/well) overnight. The cells were incubated with PBS, Iso, 
TCPP-NPs, and TCPP-Iso NPs (equivalent TCPP concentra-
tion for TCPP-NPs and TCPP-Iso NPs = 30 μg/mL, equivalent 
Iso concentration = 33.75 μg/mL), respectively. After incuba-
tion for 4 h, the cells in each well were irradiated by a 650 nm 
NIR laser at 6.5 W·cm−2 for 5 min. After incubation for 
another 20 h, cell viabilities were analyzed by CCK-8 method.

For visualization of live or dead/late apoptotic cells, 
MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in 96-well plates (5×103 

cells/well) and incubated overnight. Then, the original 
media were replaced by the fresh medium containing 
PBS, Iso, TCPP-NPs, or TCPP-Iso NPs (equivalent 
TCPP concentration for TCPP-NPs and TCPP-Iso NPs = 
30 μg/mL, equivalent Iso concentration = 33.75 μg/mL), 
respectively, followed by irradiation for 5 min with 650 
nm laser (6.5 W·cm−2) or not. After another 20 
h incubation, Calcein-AM/PI kit was employed to stain 
the cells for visualization of the live or dead/late apoptotic 
cells. The fluorescence images were obtained by using 
a fluorescence microscope (IX 71, Olympus).

Results and Discussion
Control of Combined-NPs’ Size
The TCPP-Iso combined NPs were prepared by the anti- 
solvent precipitation process, as described in Figure 1. 
TCPP, Iso, and PEG-b-PLGA were primarily dissolved in 
DMF, and then transferred drop-wise into pure water with 
9 times of volume under stirring. Then, the obtained sus-
pensions were dialyzed for 24 h against Milli-Q water to 
obtain the NPs. For the development of drug-loaded NPs, 
control of NP size and size distribution is crucial. In the 
current work, the effect of ratio of polymer to drug 
was firstly investigated. Both the concentrations of TCPP 
and Iso were fixed at 0.5 mg/mL, while the PEG-b-PLGA 
concentration was tuned from 1 to 5 mg/mL. As shown in 
Figure 2A, the Rh (Hydrodynamic radius) decreased from 
108 to 87 nm, and PDI deceased from 0.4 to 0.2 upon 
increasing polymer concentration from 1 to 1.5 mg/mL. 
Further increasing polymer concentration led to decreased 
particle size to 75 nm without disturbing the narrow size 
distribution. The Rh then increased to 107 nm with further 
increasing polymer concentration from 3 to 5 mg/mL.38 

The particle morphology was examined by static light 
scattering, and the angular independent diffusion coeffi-
cients of the NPs (Figure 2B) indicated the spherical shape 

Figure 2 Hydrodynamic radius (Rh) and size distribution (PDI) (A), angular dependence of the diffusion coefficient D (B), and TEM image (C) of NPs prepared at different 
TCPP-Iso/polymer ratio, concentrations of TCPP and Iso were fixed at 0.5 mg/mL; Rh and PDI (D), and angular dependence of the diffusion coefficient D (E) of NPs 
prepared at different total concentrations of drug and polymers, the mass ratio of TCPP: Iso: PEG-b-PLGA was fixed at 1: 1: 4; (F) stability of combined NPs prepared at 
TCPP: Iso: PEG-b-PLGA = 1: 1: 4 mg/mL.
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of the formed NPs. The morphology of combined NPs 
prepared at polymer concentration of 2 mg/mL 
was further confirmed by TEM (Figure 2C), and the esti-
mated diameter of the NPs was around 170 nm on average, 
which is comparable to the light scattering results (Rh ~ 
80 nm).

Next, TCPP-Iso/polymer ratio was fixed at 1: 1: 4, and 
the total concentration of drug and polymers varied from 
0.25: 0.25:1 mg/mL to 1: 1: 4 mg/mL. As shown in 
Figure 2D, with the increasing total concentration, the 
Rh slightly grew from 65 nm to 95 nm with a constant 
PDI around 0.2. The combined NPs were spherical in 
shape, evidenced by angular independent diffusion coeffi-
cients (Figure 2E). The UV-Vis and FT-IR spectrum were 
further measured to confirm the encapsulation of TCPP 
and Iso inside the NPs (Figure S2). The encapsulation of 
TCPP was certified by the absorbance at 521nm in UV-Vis 
spectrum, and the wavelength of 960 cm−1 and 3050 cm−1 

in FT-IR spectrum;39,40 the encapsulation of Iso 
was certified by the absorbance at 290 nm in UV-Vis 
spectrum, and the wavelength of 1250 cm−1 in FT-IR 
spectrum.41,42 Moreover, the combined NPs exhibited 
good stability over time, both the particle size and PDI 
hardly changed within 15 days (Figure 2F, Table S1), with 
encapsulation efficiencies of 18% for Iso and 16% for 
TCPP.43

For the construction of drug-loaded NPs, controlled 
release is an important property. Here, the release behavior 
of TCPP-Iso combined NPs prepared at ratio of TCPP: 
Iso: PEG-b-PLGA = 1: 1: 4 and NPs concentration of 
4.34 mg/mL was measured in PBS solution at pH 7.4 
and 37°C. Figure 3 shows that the TCPP and Iso displayed 
similar release behavior, that is, 58% of TCPP and 42% 
Iso were released during the first 12 h, followed by a slow 
release. The current results demonstrated the successful 
encapsulation and feasibility for controlled release of the 
drug.

Photothermal Conversion
Figure 4A and S3a show the temperature evolution curves 
of deionized water in the presence of TCPP-Iso combined 
NPs with different TCPP concentrations and TCPP NPs 
respectively under 650 nm laser irradiation. By increasing 
the concentration of TCPP, the temperature of the solution 
increased obviously, especially at 30 μg/mL; it increased 
from about 26.0 to 42.0°C, while the temperature of deio-
nized water only increased by 1.5°C. It has been reported 
that raised temperature between 40 and 42°C is the 

preferred temperature range, which could not only help 
to enhance drug-loaded NPs’ extravasation from tumor 
blood vessels but also help to protect the surrounding 
normal tissue from additional heat damage.13 

Furthermore, to validate the photothermal stability of the 
TCPP-Iso combined NPs and TCPP NPs’ ability to 
respond to the photoexcitation, three cycles of laser on/ 
off with a 650 nm laser were recorded (Figure 4B and 
S3b). Consistent temperature elevation was observed, indi-
cating high photothermal stability.

In vitro Synergetic Effect of Photothermal 
and Chemotherapy
The synergetic effect of photothermal and chemotherapy 
was systematically examined in vitro, as shown in 
Figure 5. The commonly used mouse embryonic fibroblast 
(NIH 3T3) cell line was chosen as the model normal tissue 
cell line, while human breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) cell 
line was chosen as the model cancer cell line. The TCPP- 
Iso combined NPs did not show apparent toxicity to nor-
mal tissue cell line (Figure 5A), from 10 μg/mL to 100 μg/ 
mL (concentration of TCPP). This finding indicated that 
the combined NPs are suitable for biomedical applications 
due to good biocompatibility.

For cancer cells, the Iso exhibited inhibition effect on 
MDA-MB-231 cell lines depending on Iso concentration, 
as shown in Figure 5B; about 80% cancer cells stayed 
alive at concentration of 30 μg/mL, 66% cancer cells 

Figure 3 Cumulative release of TCPP and Iso of the TCPP-Iso combined NPs, in 
PBS buffer (pH 7.4) and 37°C. NPs were prepared at concentration of TCPP: Iso: 
PEG-b-PLGA = 1: 1: 4 mg/mL.
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were alive at concentration of 50 μg/mL, while only 25% 
cancer cells were alive at concentration of 100 μg/mL. 
Figure 5C shows the TCPP alone did not cause harm to 
cancer cells without the laser irradiation, while with the 
laser irradiation there were still 46% cancer cells alive at 
TCPP concentration of 30 μg/mL. Interestingly, as shown 
in Figure 5D, the viability of cancer cells obviously 
decreased to only 9% with TCPP-Iso combined NPs at 
30 μg/mL under Laser irradiation. In contrast, neither 
TCPP NPs with laser irradiation nor Iso alone showed 
effective cell-killing at the corresponding agent concentra-
tion, indicated by the 44% viability of cancer cells for 
TCPP-NPs under laser irradiation and 76% viability for 
Iso respectively. Meanwhile, the Calcein-AM/PI method 
was used to visually measure the synergistic cytotoxic 
potency, in which the live cells showed green fluorescence 
and dead or late apoptotic cells showed red fluorescence 
(Figure 5E).

Cells in PBS+L group (treated with PBS and laser 
irradiation) and TCPP NPs group showed green fluores-
cence in most horizon, indicating that the negligible cell 
death was induced by laser irradiation alone or TCPP NPs 
themselves. While the groups of TCPP+L (TCPP NPs with 
laser irradiation), TCPP-Iso NPs, and Iso induced 
a moderate level of cell death (partial red fluorescence). 
Furthermore, intensive red fluorescence showed up in 
TCPP-Iso NPs+L group (TCPP-Iso NPs with laser irradia-
tion). Therefore, the efficient cancer cell killing ability of 
TCPP-Iso combined NPs with laser irradiation confirms 

the synergistic effect of photo-chemotherapy, acquiring 
efficient inhibition of cancer cells at a relatively mild 
temperature.

Conclusion
Tetra(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine (TCPP) and isoliensi-
nine (Iso) have been successfully encapsulated in PEG- 
b-PLGA polymeric nanoparticles by means of precipita-
tion. The design construct well-defined TCPP-Iso com-
bined NPs with a high stability over time. Specifically, 
tuning TCPP-Iso/polymer ratio led to radius changing 
from 110 to 75 nm with narrow size distribution, while 
tuning total concentration of drug and polymers led to 
radius varying from 65 nm to 95 nm with narrow size 
distribution. The combined NPs exhibited 
a consequently cumulative release of TCPP and of Iso 
within 24h. Besides, the NPs displayed increased tem-
perature variation curves with the increasing concentra-
tion, and combined NPs at 30 μg/mL TCPP 
concentration showed the preferred temperature range 
between 42 and 43°C. Moreover, the efficient synergis-
tic effect of TCPP-Iso combined NPs was observed for 
the killing of cancer cells at a relatively mild tempera-
ture rising under laser irradiation, while the NPs did not 
show apparent toxicity to normal tissue cell line. Our 
study confirms that the combination of TCPP and Iso 
could achieve a synergistic effect for killing cancer 
cells, and the revealed findings shall be helpful for the 
design and preparation of functional PTT agents.

Figure 4 (A) Temperature evolution of TCPP-Iso combined NPs under 650 nm laser irradiation (6.5 W·cm−2) at different TCPP concentrations; (B) temperature evolution 
of NPs solution with 3 cycles of laser on/off under 650 nm laser irradiation (6.5 W·cm−2) at different TCPP concentrations. NPs were prepared at TCPP: Iso: PEG-b-PLGA = 
1: 1: 4 mg/mL, and diluted to different TCPP concentrations.
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Figure 5 (A) Cell viability of TCPP-Iso combined NPs prepared at different TCPP concentrations in NIH 3T3 normal cell line; (B) cell viability of Iso at different 
concentrations in MDA-MB-231 cancer cell line; (C) cytotoxicity of TCPP-NPs with laser irradiation at different TCPP concentrations in MDA-MB-231 cell line (650 nm, 6.5 
W·cm−2, 5 min); (D) cytotoxicity of PBS, Iso, TCPP-NPs, and TCPP-Iso combined NPs with or without laser irradiation in MDA-MB-231 cell line (650 nm, 6.5 W·cm−2, 5 
min); (E) fluorescent images of MDA-MB-231 cells treated with PBS+Laser, TCPP NPs, TCPP NPs+Laser, Iso, TCPP-Iso NPs, and TCPP-Iso NPs+Laser. After the staining by 
Calcein-AM and PI (650 nm, 6.5 W·cm−2, 5 min). *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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